Marta Swierczynska
After finishing at LSC Marta graduated from Middlesex
University with a First-Class Honours Degree and Lucy
Graham Scholarship. Alongside her studies Marta was part of
Watkins Dance Associates training under the eye of Anna
Watkins and many other industry professionals.
Marta completed her MA in Contemporary Dance in 2019
and joined EDGE Dance Company at London Contemporary
Dance School working with established choreographers
including Alleyne Dance, Igor & Moreno and Riccardo
Buscarini.

Marta has worked as choreographer and dancer for music
videos and as a TV Extra for brands such as eBay, BBC, FIFA,
Sam Delaney News, First Direct, JML, EE and more.

Consuela Rolle
Consuela graduated from LSC in 2014 and went on
to win a full scholarship to study at Mountview on
their BA Musical Theatre.
Since graduating, Consuela has worked on a host
of different productions, including a European
tour of Ireland and Germany with ‘A Musical
Christmas’.
Consuela has performed in many of the UK's
regional theatres including The Chester Playhouse,
where she starred as Dorothy in 'The Wizard of
Oz‘; The Lighthouse in Poole; and, after a
successful UK tour, Consuela made her West End
debut, playing Enid in 'The Worst Witch' at the
Vaudeville Theatre in the summer of 2019,
including a performance at the West End Live at
Trafalgar Square.

Islam Bouakkaz
Islam graduated from LSC in 2015 and went on to
study BA Acting at Arts Educational in West London known mainly for their Film and Television training.
Islam has since gone on to sign with the prestigious
talent agency 'Independent Talent' and made his
theatre debut in the Shakespearean adaptation of
'Queen Margaret' at the Royal Exchange in 2018.
Since then, Islam has made his TV debut with Netflix appearing in Ricky Gervais' 'Afterlife' in 2019 and
starring in the fantasy series 'The Letter for the King'
in March of this year.

Nao (Neo Joshua)
Nao graduated from LSC with a DDD in her BTEC L3 Extended
Diploma in Music.
She went on to study jazz singing at Guildhall School of Music
and Drama for four years.
In 2014 shee was identified as one of the best upcoming talents
by BBC 1XTRA and was nominated for MOBO in 2015
She has gone onto to establish herself as a successful artist. She
has released two acclaimed albums, performed internationally
and appeared at Glastonbury

Kitch
Kitch graduated from LSC last year with a Distinction in his UAL
Awarding Body Diploma in Music and is currently studying
music at Goldsmith University.
Kitch has already establishing himself in East London as a name
to watch with his blend of quick fire rhymes and meaningful
messages.
He has performed at a range of events including Chingfest and
The battle of the Bands organised by Damon Albarn during Year
of Culture.
He became best known for his autobiographical track Miracle
about coping with a stammer at the same time as making the
journey to become a rap artist. His story was picked up by the
BBC’s Ouch team who followed him as he rehearsed at LSC in
preparation for his performance at London’s HighTide Festival.

Ricardo Norville
Ricardo started at LSC on a L1 Foundation. He progressed
through L2 to graduate from LSC with a Distinction on a UAL
Awarding Body L3 Extended Diploma in Creative Media
Production.
In his time at LSC Ricardo completed a BFI film Academy
programme, and a pre-internship programme at W+K. In
addition he was a key organiser of WF Future Film Focus, and
contributed to the Grime Heritage project during the year of
Culture.
Ricardo is now studying Film Production at Ravensbourne
University

Raziye Akkoc
Raziye graduated from LSC with three A
Levels in Media Studies, French and
English.
Studied at Sussex University, then
Goldsmiths, got awarded a Scott Trust
bursary from The Guardian to study her
MA in journalism.
Worked for the Guardian (features) and the
Telegraph, and is now the Turkey
correspondent for AFP news agency, and
founder of @Turkeyrecap.

Farihah Chowdhury
Farihah graduated from LSC in 2019 with A Levels in
Media Studies, Photography and Sociology.
Whilst at LSC she completed a pre-internship programme
with advertising Agency Wieden + Kennedy and as a
result won a paid two week internship over the summer
holiday.
Following this she was accepted from over 130, mainly
graduate, applicants to do a W+K paid apprenticeship for
six months.
She is now starting a degree in Fashion Communication
and Styling whilst being mentored.

Cally Hughes
Cally Hughes completed A Levels in Media, Fine Art and Textiles
at LSC.
She stayed on at LSC to complete our one year Foundation in Art
and Design winning LSC’s award for outstanding textile artist. She
was also identified as the most outstanding creative artist in all
disciplines at LSC, awarded by an industry panel including Sam
Hunt from WF Year of Culture, Lemzi and Jules Haworth from
Soho Theatre.
She now studies for a BA Hons Textile Design at Central St.
Martins.

